My name is [XX] and I’m pleased to be with you today to give you an overview of the USDA
Foods Program and some of the exciting new things that are going on with USDA Foods and
talk about what it all means for you.
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As you can see from the agenda, we are going to cover a lot in the next [75 minutes]. We’ll
give you some solid program facts and history. We’ll also run through some common
misperceptions, or myths, about USDA Foods and replace them with the facts. Then we’ll
talk in greater detail about just what the USDA Foods program has to offer, what’s new and
how they can benefit you and your school. I’ll also leave you with some tips on how to
integrate USDA Foods into your school programs and how to get in touch with us if you
need more information or have questions later on.
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Why do you need to know about USDA Foods?
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From USDA’s perspective, we want to promote a better understanding of the program and
its offerings. It’s very important that we clear up common misperceptions about USDA
Foods in a way that addresses the realities of the environment that you as child nutrition
professionals operate in every day. We know that many of your schools have limited
resources, and yet are charged with helping to address large‐scale, societal issues facing
our nation’s children such as hunger, obesity and malnutrition.
By detailing what the USDA Foods program has to offer and highlighting the ongoing
changes that keep our foods at the forefront of current nutrition science; we’ll shed some
light on how USDA Foods can help you overcome some of the challenges that you and your
schools face.
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To help us plan for the future, it’s important to reflect on how we arrived to where we are today.
Did you know that USDA Foods has been linked to school nutrition for almost 80 years?
(click) Our program began during the Great Depression in the early 1930’s. there was massive
unemployment and hunger. Farms suffered from surpluses because people had no money to buy
their goods. As a result, crops and livestock ended up having to be destroyed because no one could
afford to buy them.
(click) In 1933, the first of many laws was established by Congress with creation of the The Federal
Surplus Commodities Corporation, later to be called the Commodity Credit Corporation. This
created loans for farms and price support for excess crops and livestock. Because times were
financially very difficult, the government allowed for loan payments to be in the form of crops.
These crops were donated to newly created domestic and international outlets, including newly
emerging school meal programs.
(click) Since then, new legislation continued to be created over the years to continue to bolster
support for the school meals program with American agricultural products.
The subsequent laws and policies that were established helped to:
•Improve the Administration of the Food Distribution Program to run more efficiently and equitably
•Improve the Program focus, from a welfare program to a nutrition assistance program
•Improve the Nutrition profile of the foods using cutting edge nutrition science and the guiding
principals of the Dietary Guidelines for Americans,
•Improve the Order process by keeping up with technology –WEBSCM will now allow you to better
order foods that you want.
•And developing marketing tools to help schools promote the healthfulness of the USDA Foods in
their meal programs.
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I wanted to tell you a little bit about some program basics and how our partnerships within
USDA play an integral part in supporting our programs. There are several different agencies
which work together to get USDA foods to you,
First there is Food and Nutrition Service. Our role is to assist with USDA Foods order
planning, order fulfillment, provide customer service, policy and training about our
program to our state agencies and school districts. We also monitor the food which goes to
your state, your State’s entitlement and administer rate the National Processing
Agreements with manufacturers who process Bulk USDA Foods for schools.
Next there’s the Agricultural Marketing Service. They help us plan our orders but are also
our procurement arm for poultry, livestock and seed, and fruits and vegetables. In addition
they are responsible for accounts payable for all of our purchases.
Finally, the Farm Service Agency supports our programs through procurement of dairy,
grains, oils and nuts and also assists with order planning.
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All three agencies work together to accomplish our dual mission. Each agency’s mission is
a little different but these missions compliment each other.
Food and Nutrition services mission is to alleviate hunger and to safeguard the health and
well being of the Nation through the administration of nutrition education and domestic
food assistance programs in a manner that inspires public confidence.
On the other hand the missions for AMS and FSA is to facilitate the efficient and fair
marketing of U.S. agricultural products, and to equitably serve all American farmers,
ranchers, and agricultural partners.
The three agencies are able to find balance between our missions to meet all of our
stakeholder’s needs: to feed children and needy people – and support American
Agriculture.
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Food Distribution is not just for schools.
So, to build on the last screen, the mission of Food Distribution is to strengthen the
nutrition safety net through USDA Foods distribution and other nutrition assistance for
children, low‐income families, emergency feeding programs, Indian Reservations, and the
elderly. The programs we serve are primarily in two main categories: Schools and
Institutions, which includes the National School Lunch Program, and our Household
Feeding programs, which includes our two food package programs and The Emergency
Food Assistance Program which an important resource to food banks across the country.
Another way USDA Foods can be used is in response to disasters. It’s not uncommon for
school food authorities to be called on to assist with feeding disaster survivors. USDA
Foods can help to supplement the foods that are served in congregate feeding sites that
are established by emergency response organizations like the Red Cross or Salvation Army.
Sometimes schools are asked to become congregate feeding sites for survivors, since they
are usually already set up to do institutional feeding. If a disaster occurs in your area and
you are contacted by an emergency response organization to assist, or you’d like to help
out, contact your State Distributing Agency and the proper authorities in your district to
receive approval.
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As you can see by this pie chart, the largest program we support are our Child Nutrition
Programs, which is over half of our business. The Emergency Food Assistance Program, or
TEFAP, is our largest household distribution program. Food Banks and soup kitchens are
the primary recipient agencies for this program. Many of your families whose children
qualify for free or reduced meals, also benefit from this program.
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So, I’m going to talk a little bit about how a food becomes a USDA Food. We have
criterion that each product needs to meet in order for it to be considered to add it
to our Foods Available List.
First and foremost, it needs to be a food that is domestically available and supports
the Dietary Guidelines for Americans.
Next, it needs to fit into our nutrition priorities:
by increasing our offerings of more fruits and vegetables and whole grains,
and products that are low in salt, sugar and fat.
The 3rd criterion, which is critical to increase our ability to purchase, is that it needs
to meet a level of demand. State Agencies have constraints on their ability to offer
the breath of products we make available because of this issue. In order for USDA
to get competitive bids from industry, we need to purchase product in large
quantities. And the price needs to be at an acceptable level. If the food costs too
much we not be able to buy it.
The last criterion is that the product needs to have a successful commercial market
history. If kids don’t like it, districts and states won’t order it and it will be difficult
to do the volume purchases that we need to do to get the competitive pricing. So
taste and marketability are very important pieces.
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In this next section we will be going over the benefits in using USDA Foods in your
meal program.
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Today, on an average school day, more than half of all school children (or 31 million)
participate in the NSLP.
As mentioned earlier, USDA administers the National School Lunch Program (NSLP) and
USDA Foods make up approximately 15‐20% of each school lunch.
The USDA Foods Program provides more nutritious options, choice and convenience than
ever before by:
Continually responding to the needs and tastes of school children.
Providing healthful foods that kids will want to eat.
Offering foods that get sent for further processing and contribute to school menu
needs.
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The USDA Foods program provides healthful food options that help improve the nutritional
quality of school meals. USDA purchases only high‐quality fruits, vegetables, meat, fish,
poultry, dairy and grains from American farmers.
As mentioned a few minutes ago, we’ve made some changes to the USDA Foods program
in recent years are now able to offer more fruits and vegetables, more whole grains, and
more food that is lower in sugar, salt and fat than ever before.
These changes help schools meet meal pattern requirements and support the Dietary
Guidelines for Americans.
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Here is a breakdown of how schools are utilizing USDA Foods in their programs. It’s pretty
much spread evenly across all product groups:
with Poultry represents about ¼ of the purchases and
fruit and vegetables represent another quarter
evenly ordered with Beef, fish and pork on the high end. Account for about 30%
The difference from 2009 to 2011 is that both grains and Beef, fish and pork have
increased.
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Nutrition groups, advocates and schools are starting to take notice the USDA Foods
program changes and new offerings. This is a recent quote from the Alliance for a
Healthier Generation.
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Child Nutrition Professionals (CNPs) face many challenges in creating healthy meals for
their schools. Budgets, kitchens and processing options for schools are contributing factors
to what foods are actually served. But that’s not stopping them from finding ways to
include healthier options on the menu.
Schools are choosing to use USDA Foods in more healthful ways. Many schools have
eliminated fried foods and have opted to convert USDA Foods into lower‐fat, lower‐sodium
menu items that children still find tasty. For example, schools can process USDA bulk
chicken into unbreaded, roasted pieces rather than the traditionally fried version.
More and more, USDA’s whole‐grain products are featured on school menus. Stir‐frys using
USDA brown rice, roll‐ups with USDA whole‐grain tortillas and USDA whole‐grain pasta and
vegetables are popular menu offerings. USDA’s whole‐grain rotini can be topped with
USDA’s low‐sodium tomato sauce and served with a side of USDA carrots.
These innovative changes are taking place across the country. More and more, the 101,000
schools and institutions that provide school lunch are thinking creatively about how to
serve healthful options that kids will enjoy.
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We offer more items now than ever before because we know that what schools want are
purchasing options. So we have developed a nice mix of further finished items to help
districts of all sizes benefit from value added products and bulk product for further
processing on a larger scale.
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USDA purchased more than $193 million in canned, fresh, frozen and dried fruits and
vegetables in School Year 2010, of which over $71 million was spent on fresh produce.
(The $71 million is comprised of both the Department of Defense Fresh Fruit and Vegetable
Program and USDA Foods purchases for the NSLP.)
USDA offers many whole‐grain options including brown rice, rolled oats, whole‐grain dry
kernel corn, whole‐wheat flour and whole‐grain pancakes, pastas and tortillas.
And even though your entitlement is based on your lunch meal claims, you can use USDA
Foods in any part of your program.
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We continually review our product line to see how we can make improvements to help you
meet your nutritional mandates by reducing added sugars and sodium...
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… and lowering fat in all of our product offerings.
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And important reason why many Child Nutrition Professionals like using USDA Foods is
that it helps to stretch their meal program budget. The foods that USDA offers are
products that can easily fit into many meal programs throughout the country. Because our
products have broad appeal and adaptability, we are able to purchase large quantities
through our program at really competitive prices. This enables CN professionals to get the
best value for their entitlement dollars.
An exceptional opportunity periodically becomes available to schools when bonus foods
are offered. These are products that are over an above the regular ordering cycle. The
value of bonus is not deducted from your entitlement but you are NOT required to take
these or any USDA Foods you can’t effectively use within a reasonable amount of time.
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A 2011 USDA survey found that the majority of CNPs surveyed agree that USDA
Foods help stretch tight budgets and offers one way to stretch limited meal budgets
for the 94% of schools participating in the NSLP. This example here is from a recipe
we analyzed and we were able to realize a 45% cost savings in this instance. There
are some significant savings to be made, but it’s critical to do the comparison
yourself because each state administrates it’s program differently.
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On the nutrient analysis on this recipe, we substituted commercial products with the lower
sodium tomatoes and lower fat cheese that USDA offers. We were able to see a significant
reduction in the sodium and a small reduction in fat, due to the small amount of cheese
that’s in this recipe.
Low sodium canned vegetables are becoming available in the commercial market. But
USDA Foods has led the way. We’ve been successful in getting low sodium canned beans
and tomato products the past several school years, but it’s not been without some industry
resistance. However, we’re now getting consistent responses to solicitations.
As you can see, the nutritional profile of the USDA Foods in this recipe comparison is
superior in all factors except cholesterol, where there was no change. The rest of the
nutrients were improved in some way. If you have the time & resources to do this
comparison yourself, we highly encourage you do it. You’ll find similar results.
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There are two requirements for a School Food Authority to be eligible to receive USDA
Foods:
1. The first requirement is for the SFA to participate in the National School Lunch Program.
Schools that are not on the program cannot receive our foods.
2. The second requirement is that the SFA completes an annual agreement with the State
Distributing Agency. Your Distributing agency is administrated out of different offices in
different states. Some are housed in the department of education, some are in the
department of agriculture, some are administrated out of health and human services
and others might be in general services. But all of our State distributing agency
contacts are listed on our website.
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So, you’re probably wondering how much USDA Foods is my district entitled to? That is determined by how many
reimbursable lunch claims you submitted last year. Once the State receives your claim they submit it to USDA. At the
end of the school year, the numbers are finalized and then a per meal rate is established by Food and Nutrition Service
each July. That per meal rate is then multiplied by the lunch meal claims for the prior year for each state. That becomes
the state’s entitlement for schools. The state then parcels out their entitlement for each district based on the lunches
each district claimed in the prior year. This now becomes the district’s Planned Assistance Level, or PAL.
Your planned assistance level is a real financial asset. It is not “funny money”. Did you know that whatever entitlement
you don’t use can be transferred to another district? That’s like if you were to write another district a check for money
you can’t use. I don’t think you can you ever imagine a time that you would do something like that. Especially now in this
economic climate.
So, you need to absolutely consider entitlement as real tangible financial resource for your program & use it wisely.
Did you know that States can take your entitlement away if you don’t use it? It really belongs to the state. So, the state
can giveth & the state can taketh away. I hope you never put yourself in that situation where the state reaches into your
pocket to take back your money.
Another great reason why you need to respect this resource as a financial asset is because you will need to justify and
explain this program to your district auditor. You will get an audit and they will know little to nothing about what you do
or what USDA Foods means to your program. You will need to explain how USDA Foods fits into your financial picture.
You can find the regulations on entitlement in the electronic code of regulations at:
http://ecfr.gpoaccess.gov/
select Browse
then select Title 7 for Agriculture,
then select section 210‐299
Then select 250.1 to 250.70 to find 250.13
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The next issue for you to consider is how you can effectively integrate USDA Foods into
your meal program. After talking with hundreds of Service directors from around the
country, these are some practical things you can do to see how to fit USDA Foods into your
meal program.
•Calculate your annual usage, as you would do when you are preparing a new bid and the
recommendation is that you analyze your USDA Foods when you do this activity so you can
get the most out of your analysis.
•You can do this by production record analysis or by requesting usage or velocity
reports from your distributor.
•Compare:
• the cost of your bid pricing to the cost of your USDA Foods, being sure to include
the market value, distribution costs and any applicable processing or administrative
fees so you can compare apples to apples.
•Compare nutrient profiles
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•Consider:
•Your menu should drive whatever food you decide to order from USDA and when
your entitlement is finished that’s when your purchase product should backfill to
meet your menu needs… or vice versa.. This should be interchangeable.
•Another important consideration is the USDA Foods inventory levels you have on
hand, either in your warehouse or at your distributor or State warehouse. If you
already have a lot of ground beef at your contracted distributor that could more
than meet your needs for the school year, use your entitlement elsewhere in your
business.
•Student Acceptability
•Food safety considerations
•Labor costs
•Use available resources to help you make informed decisions about your program.
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Each year Food Distribution develops a Foods Available list, which you can find on our
website. These are foods that we have confidence in offering to State agencies and school
districts. However, State agencies have some constraints on them and can’t offer the full
breath of our product line. So let’s talk about that.
By know you should have heard about the new ordering system which USDA is rolling out.
It is called WEBSCM short for Web Based Supply Chain Management. You need to work
with your State Distributing Agency to find out about training on how this new ordering
system will be implemented in your state.
The important thing to know of WEBSCM is that WEBSCM allows you to request which
foods you want rather than just ordering which foods are offered . It is designed to help
USDA determine which foods you want the most for your menus.
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State agencies base their decisions on what USDA Foods to offer to school districts on
several factors, but the primary factor is if they can build a truck. So, they do this in a
variety of ways, which you may have experienced already. Some base it on ordering
history. What did schools order last year? Some base it on questionnaires and surveys that
they do annually. Some have nutrition advisory groups which help guide them. But the
most important factor is the feedback you give to your state agency based on your menu
needs.
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How can you influence which USDA Foods are offered in your state? You will not be offered
everything on the Foods Available list. Many food service directors tell us that only a
fraction of the Foods available list is offered to them and they would like more items made
available to them. There are ways for you to exert your influence to increase the USDA
Foods that are being offered.
Networking is a very powerful tool. Talk with your State Agency and develop a rapport. Talk
with your colleagues around the State. If you can gain enough support to advocate for
additional items from the foods available list to be offered to you and your colleagues, then
you have more choices available to you. The State’s primary concern is having enough
orders to build a truck or half truck to meet the minimum order. If you are able to garner
support for specific products and communicate that to your state agency, you may have
additional items offered to you. And this can be accomplished is several ways. Networking
through your State SNA is a very effective network tool to get consensus for additional
items. Some State agencies have nutrition advisory groups where input is solicited.
Questionnaires and surveys can also be a very effective tool in capturing what products
school districts in your state are interested in ordering.. But the key is to reach out and start
talking to people.. You colleagues and your state agency folks.
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USDA Foods Processing is an option for School Nutrition professionals. Basically, it is when school districts order bulk
USDA Foods from their State Agency to be sent to approved manufacturers to be made into products for your menu. So,
the question is: Should you process or not? The answer to this will vary greatly depending on the USDA Foods supply
chain available to you. However, processing has increased exponentially over the years to make up over half of our
business. There are lots of good reasons to process, but you have to weigh all the options to see what makes the best
business sense for your district.
The most basic considerations are:
Which processors and products has your state approved for processing?
Are any of the products you currently purchase commercially available through processing?
Once you answer these questions, you can begin to drill down to see if it makes sense for your business to process USDA
Foods.
Menu Continuity: your customers won’t know when you’ve switched from your purchased product to it’s processed
counterpart. Menu continuity develops a trust between you and your customers. I want you to think about your favorite
restaurant & your favorite menu item from that restaurant. What if you went to the restaurant expecting to order that
favorite item and they either discontinued the item or changed the recipe to make it taste different? You might be
disappointed. Since that was your very favorite item on their menu, how likely would you be to go back again, since they
changed it & it’s just not the same? You might not go back….
I want you to think about your students and what would happen if they had the same experience in your cafeteria? If you
find a good menu item that your customers like, it’s probably not a good idea to tinker around with that. They may not
want to come back because they might think that just when they find another menu that they like, you might change that
up too! They stop trusting you… So, it’s a delicate balance that you have to achieve to maintain and increase
participation: Keeping the favorites while marketing fresh ideas to build your program.
Food Safety: though food safety will always be a consideration with any food product, raw or cooked, a cooked product is
much less volatile. Getting your bulk USDA Foods processed removes one of the critical control points out of the equation
for you and your staff. It will prevent your staff from handling raw product.
Labor savings – because most products are converted into finish end items, and although training will always be required
for any menu item you serve, fully finished end items usually require less training for staff to learn how to prep, cook and
serve, than prepping and cooking a product from the raw state. Especially if it’s identical to commercial product you are
now purchasing. Your staff with already be familiar with how to prepare and serve the product.
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Distribution/Storage: Distribution and storage fees are major considerations when
you are thinking about processing. Fees vary greatly from State to State. Knowing
what fees are associated with receiving USDA Foods should factor into your decision
to process or not.
Compare Bid Prices with USDA Food Value: Add in processing, distribution, &
administrative costs to make sure you’re comparing apples to apples. This is not
dis‐similar to what you did when you compared direct delivered USDA Foods with
your commercially purchased foods.
Consider existing USDA Food Inventory Levels: Here’s an example:
If you have 6 months worth of chicken products at a processor it would be
reasonable not to have bulk USDA chicken diverted for processing until you clean
out your inventory. If you order too much you might end up incurring storage costs
which directly impact your plate cost and defeats the whole purpose of finding the
best value for your program.
To summarize, if it costs the same or less to process bulk USDA Foods than if you
were to purchase the product, then processing is a reasonable consideration for
your program. It really is an individual choice depending on the resources available
to you.
i
To learn more about processing, consider attending education sessions at the
School Nutrition Assoc’s Annual Conference or the annual conference for the
American Commodity Distribution Association. Both links will be provided at the
end of this presentation.
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The next thing we’re going to discuss is another USDA Foods program option: the
Department of Defense Fresh Fruits and Vegetables Program… not to be confused with the
other Fresh Fruits and Vegetables program run under the National School Lunch Program.
The DoD Fresh Fruits and Vegetables program is an option that is made available to you
through your State Distributing Agency. It is for distribution of Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
to schools from Prime Vendor contracts administrated through DoD.
There are two ways you can take advantage of this option:
• First way is to allocate some of your Planned Assistance Level for the DoD Program
through your SDA.
•The second way is if your SDA allows you to used your program cash to purchase produce
from DoD, like a regular vendor.
Most schools are give the first choice, as many already have produce vendors from a
competitive bid processes.
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So, we’re going to switch gears here to share with you some marketing and promotional
tools you can use about USDA Foods to help you market your program.
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• Despite the many improvements, there are still misperceptions about USDA
Foods and the National School Lunch Program.
• USDA is taking action to educate the public about USDA Foods and the NSLP and
replace fiction with fact.
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I know you’ve heard that USDA Foods or Commodities are low in quality, unhealthy and
don’t meet industry standards. That couldn’t be further from the truth. In fact, we have
pushed industry the past few years to supply us with products lower sodium, sugar and fat
and many times surpass industry standards.
There’s another misperception that continues to be spread that the NSLP is just for low
income students. That’s another myth. All children can benefit from participating in the
school meals program.
And there was a time when we didn’t have many choices. That’s just not true today. USDA
offers over 180 foods which represent a wide variety of nutritious and tasty foods to
support your menu.
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Now that you’ve heard about what USDA Foods has to offer, Let’s look at ways you can use
USDA Foods to promote your program.
There are a number of ways promote the nutritional benefits of school meals and the
healthy food available through the USDA Foods program such as:
•Sharing innovative recipe ideas with colleagues
•Meeting with your school administrator to discuss how to make nutrition a priority in your
school.
•Discussing healthy eating and importance of the NSLP with administrators and teachers at
a staff meeting.
•Planning events such as taste tests at assemblies or health fairs at your school;
•Including messages in school newsletters and websites, or on the back of lunch menus;
•Teaching your students about the importance of nutrition using USDA Foods; and
•Partnering with teachers in your school to develop nutrition education lesson plans.
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USDA Foods continues to grow our toolkit to help you promote your program. Here’s a
screen shot of the website to give you an idea of some of the great resources available to
you.
•There is a really good video that’s perfect to show at PTA meetings, back to school events,
even principal and staff meetings.
•There is a power point USDA has developed for FS directors to show to their school boards
& principals , along with talking points, to help you grow the partnerships in your district.
•We have recipes from culinary demonstrations we’ve done with school districts around
the country.
Just to name a few.
Please bookmark this website as a favorite so you can have these resources at your
fingertips.
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[Customize slide with presenter’s contact information.]
I’d like to encourage you to visit the USDA Foods website for more information on the
program and its offerings. You’ll also find resources to help you place your orders as well as
menus and tips to help you plan healthy, delicious meals for your students.
My information is also included in case you have follow‐up questions.
Thank you for your time today.
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This set of slide should be placed before the slides on the USDA communication initiative
as you will want to leave the participants on a high note.

USDA wants to make sure that the foods that you receive are both safe and healthy.
Occasionally we find that a USDA food is involved in a recall because there is a problem
with a particular food.
Read through the slide
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Read the slide
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Recalls are categorized according to severity and the likelihood that a food will:
‐ Have a reasonable probability of causing harm—a serious health consequence or death
(Class 1)
‐ Have a remote probability of adverse health consequences (Class 2)
‐ Not cause adverse health consequences (Class 3)
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FNS uses the Rapid Alert System (RAS) in the Web‐Based Supply Chain Management (WBSCM)
system to notify SDAs rapidly about recalls involving USDA Foods.
When USDA Foods are recalled, FNS develops a notification message for SDAs in WBSCM that is
delivered through the RAS. The notification message includes specific product identification
information to help SDAs track the food.
In addition, FNS established the USDA State Emergency Notification System (SENS) for the SDAs to
use when communicating to the RAs about recalls that affect USDA Foods. SENS is designed to
provide a rapid notice between the SDA and the RAs.
The USDA SENS allows SDAs to notify RAs rapidly through phone, email, text message, or BlackBerry
PIN about recalls and other food safety emergencies. This system can be used only by SDAs to send
notifications about USDA Foods to RAs.
SDA participation is voluntary; features in the system can be customized for each SDA. SDAs can
modify FNS messages to meet the needs of their specific situation.
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You can also be proactive‐‐
USDA/FNS USDA FOODS ALERT SYSTEM Email Notification for Potential USDA Foods ‐ Food
Safety Events
FNS has made arrangements to allow users to self register for email notifications for potential USDA
Foods food safety events.
Please click on the following link to self‐register for email alerts of potential food issues from the
USDA. This service is provided free of charge and can be individually customized.
https://www.envoyprofiles.com/USDA‐ALERTS
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The media these days are very quick to report information about recalls
To communicate recall information about a commercial food (i.e., non‐USDA Foods), FNS
may:
Send an email to FNS Regional Office food safety contacts with information to send to SDA
contacts.
Post an announcement in the recalls forum on the WBSCM homepage.
Post an announcement to the FNS Food Safety website at
www.fns.usda.gov/fns/food_safety.
Use social media, such as Twitter and USDA Blogs.
Send an email to GovDelivery subscribers.
To be sure that you get the information as quickly as possible you can sign‐up for food
safety recall alerts from FSIS and FDA through www.FoodSafety.gov/recalls.
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If there is a USDA recall you will receive information from the State agency or from the
USDA Alert System on what to do with the product. They will ask you how much product
you have on hand. They may ask you to separate the product from other foods. The
product may eventually be destroyed but don’t do anything until you hear from the state.
They will tell you what to do.
If this is a commercial food the state may or may not be involved in providing information
to you.
If you sign up for the food safety alert system referenced in the previous slide, the alert
from FSIS or FDA will tell you what to do with the food.
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Look in your participants manual to see what types of data you need to report to your State
Distributing agency if you have a problem with a USDA Food.
Go to page XXX (Use the information in the box on page 11 of the Responding to Food
Recall document)
Walk the participants through the list
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NFSMI has just updated the procedures on recalls of USDA Foods. It is called—Responding
to a Food Recall and it is available on the NFSMI website at
http://www.nfsmi.org/foodrecall

So what do you do if you have a recall? What do you do if you have some emergency
related to a problem with your food.
It is always good to start thinking about how you need to react to a situation before it
happens—later in the week we will be using a checklist to properly manage an emergency
situation.
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